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Blue Laws 
Merchants defy laws 
By Steve Matthews 
News Editor 
When poliee closed down stores opening 
across the state on the Sunday before 
Christmas, one Clemson student was there 
to observe it. 
William Armes worked as a part-time 
employe at Greenville's Sam Solomon 
store, one of many of the department 
stores that remained open Sunday, Dec. 19 
in violation of South Carolina's "blue 
laws." Armes is a Recreation and Parks 
Administration major  from  Greenville. 
"I am a crook," Armes said sar- 
castically, recalling the incident. "Great." 
"BEFORE WE OPENED the manager 
gave us a little prep talk. He warned us 
then when we opened we would be closed," 
he said. "He said that we might be taken 
downtown and asked some questions. 
"During this time it was understood that 
Solomon would pay any fine levied against 
the employes," Armes said. "If we were 
arrested we would remain on Solomon's 
time-clock — and get paid for being 
arrested." 
Armes said he personally had no ob- 
jections to working on Sundays. "Volun- 
teers were working. You did not have to 
work that Sunday," he said. "Any 
everyone understood the consequences, 
that anyone could be arrested." 
ARMES WORKED IN the Sight and 
Sound stereo department as a salesman, 
but as a clerk. "Cashiers were the only 
ones who really had to worry," he said. 
ARMES SAID THE Sunday opening was 
a "mild protest to an outdated law." In all, 
five persons were arrested at the Solomon 
and Edwards stores. 
Solomon will not contest the con- 
stitutionality of blue laws. The store 
challenged the law in 1965. The state 
supreme court rejected his appeal, which 
was based on the first amendment clause 
pertaining to freedom of religion. The U.S. 
Supreme Court refused to hear Solomon's 
appeal. 
Greenville police shut down the Solomon 
and Edwards stores, but Armes said he is 
not bitter about it. "The police seemed to 
understand our position in opening, but 
they did have to enforce the law." 
Police did not close Solomon until 6 p.m., 
six hours after it had opened. "We had 
outstanding sales that day." 
"When we opened, we had customers 
running in the door to buy the sales. We put 
out a stock of video games, and we sold out 
the entire stock of 104." 
POLICE SAID they closed the store only 
after numerous complaints. "There is a 
rumor that it may have been competitors 
who complained to the police," Armes 
said. 
Despite the efforts of a lawyer hired by 
Solomon who worked on the spot Sunday, 
undercover police purchased illegal 
merchandise and closed the store. 
"All the customers in the store had to 
leave all their merchandise," Armes 
recalled. "The employes had to stay." 
Armes, who. has worked for Solomon 
since 1973, said the Sunday opening was a 
one-time event. "I seriously doubt that 
they'd want to open every Sunday," he 
said. 
Police admit they 
don't enforce law 
Clemson Police Chief Wayne Wardlaw 
frankly admits that he doesn't enforce the 
law. 
It's not just one law that he doesn't 
enforce, but pages and pages of laws in- 
cluded in Title 64 of the South Carolina 
Codes of Law. 
The laws are usually referred to as "blue 
laws," and regulate activities on Sundays. 
WARDLAW SAYS THE laws are "too 
hard to enforce" because of the vagueness 
of the statute. "The problem is that the 
state law says businesses can't sell 
anything that's not a necessity." 
But the word "necessity" is difficult to 
define, Wardlaw says. "For example, you 
can't buy a camera on Sunday, but you can 
buy film. 
"Ninety-nine out of 100 people violate the 
laws. Of course, most of the violations are 
unintentional," he said. "Since I've been 
here, there haven't been any arrests." 
Wardlaw has been in Clemson since 1972. 
The blue laws were last amended in 1962, 
and the legislature's amendments of that 
year are still used as a guideline for what 
can and can't be sold on Sundays. 
The law makes it unlawful "for any 
person to engage in worldly work, labor, 
(or) business of his ordinary calling..., 
excepting work of necessity or charity." 
SOME HAVE ARGUED that the law is 
discriminatory of Jews and others who 
observe the Sabbath on Saturday. Indeed, 
the law  excepts  persons  who  observe 
Saturday as the Sabbath "and who ac- 
tually refrain from secular business or 
labor on that day," but this applies only in 
Charleston County. 
Contd. to page 2 
General Assembly 
battle is probable 
A major move is underway to repeal 
South Carolina's "blue laws," and the 
General Assembly will likely take a 
serious look at the laws during this session, 
according to state officials contacted by 
the Tiger. 
Serious obstacles to changes in the law 
remain, and Clemson University political 
scientist Harold E. Albert says he doubts 
substantive changes will be made during 
the   session   which   began   Tuesday. 
HOWEVER, REPEAL OF blue laws is 
inevitable, Albert says. "It may be two 
years; it may be 10," he said. "People are 
buying on Sunday. It is a way of life. 
"It's the old story: we run a couple of 
years behind the rest of the country. We'll 
change the law, too, one of these days," 
Albert commented. 
Albert says pressure from the state's 
religious groups will likely kill chances for 
repeal of blue laws in this session of the 
legislature. "There are so many Southern 
Baptists and other conservative religious 
groups that I doubt it would pass." 
State Methodists haven't taken a 
position on the issue yet, Albert said, and 
their support for repeal could be key. 
ALBERT SAID THE legislature is not 
much more liberal this year than in the 
past.   The   body   is   traditionally   con- 
servative, and has historically acted at a 
slow pace. 
"The Senate is not that different," 
Albert said. "You have the same power 
figures — Gressete, and others." Albert 
was referring to one of the senior members 
of the Senate, L. Marion Gressette (D.- 
Calhoun). 
"There's been a good deal of change in 
the House," Albert noted. 
Gressette, in a surprise move, recently 
endorsed changes in the blue laws. "When 
we passed the present law a dozen years 
ago or so, none of us felt we were doing an 
adequate job," he said in an interview. 
"We were doing the best we could under 
existing circumstances, and there had to 
be a lot of give and take to come up with 
anything at all. 
"Frankly, I'm surprised that it (the law) 
has gotten by as long as it has without 
more complications," Gressette said. 
GRESSETTE SAID he is thinking along 
the line of allowing merchants to open 
Sunday afternoons, when business hours 
would not interfere with church services. 
In those hours, say from 1 to 6 p.m., 
Gressette would not restrict the type of 
merchandise to be sold. 
Contd. to page 2 
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Clemson Pageant planned 
Order of Athena will again sponsor  the MISS CLEMSON 
PAGEANT to be held on Feb. 9. Any student organization on 
campus that is recognized by the Office of Student Affairs and 
Student Government or any university dorm may sponsor a can- 
didate. The candidate must fulfill the qualifications as given in the 
Student Handbook 1976-77: 
IB. To be qualified to hotd the position of Miss Clemson 
University, a contestant must be a registered, single, female 
student at Clemson University with a grade-point ration required 
for her graduation, except in the case of a first semester fresh- 
man coed or a transfer student. Each candidate must also sign an 
affidavit which stipulates that she will not graduate prior to the 
following year's pageant. 
If your organization should wish to sponsor a candidate, please 
return the form below t>y Jan. 24. The forms may be mailed or 
taken to: Student Affairs Office, 201 Mell Hall. 
Scholarships available 
Applications for scholarships to be awarded for the 1977-78 
academic year are now being distributed by the Financial Aid 
Office located in 106 Sikes Hall. The deadline for application sub- 
mission for Clemson University administered scholarships is Feb. 
1, so as to allow ample processing time. All eligible scholarship 
applicants will be considered for all scholarships awarded. Thus, 
knowledge of individual scholarships is not required. 
Forensic Team successful 
Clemson Forensic Union team members Jane Senn and M. 
Perrott Shuler traveled to the University of North Florida's Crown 
Forensic Tournament and came away withtrophies in poetry, . 
prose, and dramatic duo interpretation last weekend. 
JANE SENN, a junior from Laurens, won first place in poetry 
with her reading of T. S. Eliot's "The Hollow Men," and sixth place 
in prose with her interpretation of D.H. Lawrence's Sons and 
Lovers. 
M. Perrott Shuler, a Senior from Georgetown, together with 
Senn, took third place in dramatic cuo interpretation with their 
rendition of Murray Mednick's The Hawk. 
CLEMSON RANKED fourth overall in the tournament, 
Individual Events coach H. L. Goodall Jr. said "was quite sur- 
—ising, considering we onlv entered two people." 
Contd. from page 1 
Most observers say Gressette is easily the 
most powerful man in the Senate. 
Rep. I.S. Leevy Johnson, D-Richland, has 
prefiled a bill in the House to repeal all blue laws, 
excepting those regarding alcoholic beverages. 
Johnson, one of a few black legislators, spoke 
to the Tiger in a phone interview last week from 
his Columbia office. 
"Currently, there is strong support for 
repealing the blue laws among the public," 
Johnson said. "However, there are some 
reservations among members of the General 
Assembly." 
Johnson cited several reasons to support his 
proposal. "I think the law is antiquated and 
outmoded," he said. 
"SECONDLY, LAW enforcement is uneven," 
Johnson said. "A few weeks ago people were 
arrested in the Upstate, but violators were not 
arrested in the Lowstate." 
"Thirdly, there is growing public sentiment 
that the laws should be changed," Johnson said. 
Johnson said he did not include the sale of 
alcoholic beverages on Sunday in his bill because 
it is covered under a different statute. "It's an 
independent law," he said. 
Johnson introduced the same bill last year, he 
said, but there was no time for debate. This year 
he expects more favorable action on the bill. 
Johnson said he was "very optimistic that my 
bill or some modified measure will pass." 
CLEMSON REP. Ed Simpson, a Republican 
well known for introducing the "bottle bill" 
banning nonreturnable bottles, said he opposes 
repeal of blue laws. 
But, adds Simpson, "I'd like to get more in- 
formation." 
Simpson said he favors having Sunday as a day 
of rest, because "it promotes the good of all. I 
don't feel we should make Sunday a commercial 
day." 
Other legislators who have declared their 
opposition to the move for repeal include Sen. 
Verne Smith and Rep. Rex Carter, both of 
Greenville. 
Carter Speaker of the House, is in a position to 
greatly influence legislation. "I would hate to see 
Sunday made into any other day of the week, as 
far as commercial establishments were con- 
cerned." 
SMITH AGREES: "I have always felt 
everybody was better off if we set Sunday aside 
as a day of rest." 
Gov. James B. Edwards had no statement on 
Johnson's bill, but his press secretary told the 
Tiger that Edwards believes "there needs to be 
legislative study into the broad range of laws — 
the whole picture. 
"The governor agrees with the general 
principle that there should be a day of religious 
observance," spokesman Robert Liming said. 
And said Liming, Edwards wants a review of 
the blue laws this year. 
Police... 
Contd. from page 1 
ALSO EXEMPT ARE motels, hotels, 
restaurants and food caterers. Of course, eating 
places can't serve alcoholic beverages. Grocery 
stores can open — but only if they employ three 
or less persons — and they can't sell beer or 
wine. Mixers, which are nonalcoholic, and ice 
can be sold. 
Penalties for blue law violations provide for "a 
fine of not less than fifty dollars nor more than 
two hundred fifty dollars in the case of a first 
offense, and by a fine of not less than one hun- 
dred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars 
for each and every subsequent offense." 
Cosmetics, toilet articles, and personal health 
and hygiene supplies are permitted. And 
flowers, plants, seeds and shrubs can be sold on 
Sundays. 
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Student Senate to fill posts 
By THOM TAYLOR 
News Writer 
Elections to fill the major offices in the 
Student Senate will be held next Monday 
evening, Jan. 17, in the Student Senate 
Chambers. Seeking the office of President 
of the Senate will be present Judiciary 
Committee Chairman Andy Berly. Berly, 
a Florence, S.C. native, is presently 
running unopposed. 
Speaking with THE TIGER earlier this 
week, Berly claimed he will be an "out- 
spoken leader" and will "take an active - 
role" as President of the Senate. He noted 
that although the Senate has "vastly 
improved" in recent years, there is still 
room for further improvement. 
HE POINTED out the close working 
relationship which now exists between the 
Student Senate and the Administration of 
the University as one of the many im- 
provements which  has  taken  place  in 
recent years. But Berly feels that there is a 
need for more input on the students' part if 
the Senate if to become more effective. 
The present Clerk of the Senate, Bob 
Carlson, is seeking the office of President 
Pro Tempre. Carlson, a native of Falls 
Church, Va., is also running unopposed. 
JANICE SNIPES, who was elected to fill 
the unexpired term of Polly Elkins as 
Secretary of the Senate last year, is 
seeking relelection to that office. She, too, 
is unopposed. 
Three people are seeking the Office of 
Clerk of the Senate: Greg Anderson, 
Barbara Kelpe and Christy Hiesler. All 
three are first-year student senators. 
Nominations for these positions were 
taken from the Senate floor last Monday 
night, but it will still be possible to place 
someone's name in nomination the night of 
the elections. 
During the first week of school students began to act oddly. If they weren't 
sliding on sidewalks they were playing hockey without the benefits of skates or 
pucks. The reason for this madness is explained simply, SNOW! Snow fell on 
Clemson and left 2 inches on the campus which was put to good use as this girl 
demonstrates. _ 
ATTENTION 
Any student organization requesting funds for the 
1977-78 school year needs to come by the Student 
Government office to pick up a request form. 
Your organization must:  . 
1. Be recognized by the 
Clemson University Student 
Senate. 
2. Return the form by the 
January 28 deadline. 
3. Sign up for an interview with 
the Finance Committee by 
January 28. 
Senate considers tickets 
by Jake Clark 
News Writer 
In its first major action of the spring 
semester, the Student Senate passed a 
resolution calling for a test week of student 
court administration of parking ticket 
appeals to tentatively occur during the 
first week in March. If agreed to by the 
administration, details would be worked 
out between Student Government officials 
and officials of the Student Affairs office. 
Debate on this issue centered on how long 
a test period to suggest with amendments 
calling for a two week and a one month 
period. Both amendments were defeated 
and the one week period upheld. 
In other business, a survey of student 
opinion concerning the blocking of the 
driveway from the post office to the un- 
derpass at D and, E sections has been 
planned. Also the traffic and grounds 
committee reported on the future of the 
parking area now being destroyed at the 
front of Mell Hall. It was stated that grass 
is to be planted and a kiosk, or an- 
nouncement board, erected in the 
previously paved area. 
The General Affairs committee 
proposed to establish the year old 
Research Staff as a permanent executive 
department. 
A bill proposed by the Rules committee, 
which streamlined and consolidated the 
procedures for introducing legislation, 
was passed by the Senate. 
Several senators announced intentions 
to run for Senate office in elections next 
week. Andy Berly announced for Senate 
President, Bob Carlson for President Pro- 
Tempore, Janice Snipes for Secretary, and 
Gregg Anderson, Christy Heisler and 
Barbara Kelpe for Senate clerk. Oppor- 
tunity for more nominations will occur 
before the election. 
President Harold Price handed down 
three proposals for Senate consideration. 
Those dealt with changing the date of 
Speaker's Bureau chairman selection 
from January to March, with installing the 
type of fire alarm used in Johnstone in the 
fraternity quad, and with changing the 
date for withdrawal from the University. 
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Senators need 
Competition 
Elections. To a Clemson student that word usually 
brings to heart memories of hand-printed signs, 
campaign promises, and when they are all over, 
accusations of student apathy. 
But look closely at one such election which will be 
held this Monday within the Student Senate. The 
Senate, the "representitive" body of all Clemson 
students, will elect its officers for the 1977 academic 
year. Only one out of four offices is being contested. 
As of now, the President, the President Pro Tempore, 
and the Secretary offices are all "shoo-ins" for the 
three people seeking them. This is not only em- 
barrassing—it is ludicrous. 
THE AMAZINGLY small number of Senators who 
have chosen to get involved in leadership roles could 
lead one to wonder what those students who run for 
the Senate in the fall hope to accomplish. Surely if one 
is interested in the well-being of the University 
enough to offer his or her time, he mightalso hopelto 
assume a leadership role within the Senate. As of 
now, only three have chosen to do this. If the election 
goes as it appears it will, we can only assume that at 
least a few Senators may not beas "truly interested" 
as students were led to believe when they voted for 
them last fall. 
ELECTIONS CAN only take place if there is a 
choise to make. Perhaps a telephone call or a word to 
your Senator would be enough to let him or her know 
that you care and that you would like to see him 
become an active part ofthe Senate. It isn't too late. 
Nominations will be taken from the floor of the Senate 
Monday night before the elections. 
We hope that the stigma of apathy which constantly 
surrounds this student body will not be enlarged by 
those very leaders we have chosen to "represent" us. 
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Letters 
Sports editor 
Congratulated 
Congratulations on a fine ar- 
ticle in the November 19, 1976 
TIGER on "Parkers year at the 
helm." 
It is indeed a pleasure to realize 
that someone understands there 
is more to the football program 
than "won-lost." (This will come, 
loo.) 
It would set the Clemson 
Program back ten years if Red 
didn't return. 
In the Tiger spirit, 
'    W.E. Burnett 
CU parking 
Not so bad 
In fact, at some New York 
campuses it takes 15 to 30 
minutes to get to your car. Mr. 
Cohen has no words of praise for 
what we do have, but he is correct 
in saying something ought to be 
re-evaluated for the future. 
It is getting to the point, as the 
number of cars increases, that 
spaces are getting scarce. 
Although I enjoy having a car on 
campus and see the good points of 
our parking system, I do believe 
that steps ought to be taken in the 
direction of future improvement. 
A good idea as a start would be 
to restrict freshmen from having 
cars on campus. This would 
alleviate much of the strain. 
Many colleges that have this 
policy can attest to its value. But 
the police department may not 
like that because the number of 
parking tickets would decrease. 
John Hentschel 
Mr. Cohen seems to be 
unknowing about parking on 
University campuses. He notes 
how hard it is to park at Clemson 
on weekdays, let alone home 
football games, but has nothing 
good to say. 
As an observer of parking 
situations at other campuses, 
Clemson students don't realize 
how lucky they are. At many 
campuses a 10-minute walk 
doesn't even get you out of the 
dorm, let alone to your car. And 
finding the darn thing once you 
gel out there — that's altogether 
a different matter. 
Shuttle 
driver 
Commended 
I think the Student Government 
Escort Service and one volunteer 
driver in particular deserve a big 
"thank you" from Clemson 
students. 
On Monday, Jan. 10, a student 
dislocated his shoulder in some 
ice follies around Johnstone Hall. 
Since the University Police — as 
usual — weren't around when 
they were needed, several 
students flagged down the Shuttle 
Bus. 
At 12 midnight, after driving 
around for three hours (for which 
he was not paid), Taylor Hudson 
drove the victim to Redfern. I, for 
one, appreciate the Escort 
Service and I tip my hat to 
Hudson and all the other drivers 
for their generosity. 
Name withheld on request 
Courts 
Defended 
In the court system at Clemson, 
a student offender can be con- 
victed merely on a piece of paper, 
a statement, written by the R. A., 
or administrative official. In fact, 
the administration does not even 
have to be present at the 
hearings, and thus cannot be 
challenged or cross-examined. 
His written statement is the 
"gospel." 
The basic idea of the justice 
system is due process. How can a 
student get this due process 
under law without this essential 
confrontation? Confrontation is a 
must if a fair hearing is to be 
held, unless of course, the ad- 
ministrative rules regarding this 
serve just that purpose. 
As a concerned participant, it 
is disturbing to see what is 
becoming of the legal system 
here at Clemson. If this con- 
tinues, the student court system 
at Clemson will Hecav to nothing. 
Stephen Cohen 
Legal Advisor 
page 4 *ke Tiger 
End the Blues 
South Carolina's "blue laws" have come under fire one more time, 
and this time it appears some change may result. 
It's about time. Although the state's laws restricting Sunday sales 
have been found constitutional by the state's highest court, it is clear 
that the laws are ultimately based on religion. While a "day of rest" 
may be desirable on Sunday, the state's enforcement of that day 
appears to be an institutionalization of Christian morality. This is 
neither desirable nor within the proper bounds of government. 
The police closing of several stores last December 19th 
dramatized the problem of blue laws. At least one observer has 
noted that the closings were reminiscent of Nazi Germany. 
Rep. I. S. Leevy Johnson has again prefiled a bill into the General 
Assembly which, if passed into law, would repeal all of South 
Carolina's blue laws, except those regarding alcoholic beverages. 
Johnson is a loner in the legislature — a black, a liberal, a man who 
will introduce controversial legislation, a man who is considering 
filibustering to stop enactment of a new death penalty. 
The General Assembly should seriously consider Johnson's bill- 
instead of keeping to its traditionally conservative stands. Indeed, 
conservatives should have little trouble supporting the repeal of blue 
laws, laws which unduly regulate business and violate the principle 
The legislature convened last Tuesday and will consider a variety 
of important legislation: reform of the Department of Social Ser- 
vices, led by the unqualified ex-minister Archie Ellis; the Equal 
Rights Amendment, which was defeated last session when the 
liberals were literally out to lunch; the death penalty; reform of the 
industry-controlled Public Service Commission which regulates 
utility rates, and the possible election of commissioners; Tidelands 
legislation, killed last year by Gov. James B. Edwards and Jiis 
backroom dealings; regulation of nuclear power in the state in which 
some say may become a dumping ground for radioactive waste; and 
raises for the state's grossly underpaid school teachers. 
And while these issues are all important in their own right, the 
legislature should also take time to consider the blue laws, which 
haven't been revised since 1962. 
Nineteen sixty-two. That was a long time ago, a time when 
Clemson had a mandatory ROTC program, a time when segregation 
was the rule and not the exception, a time when cross burnings by 
the Ku Klux Klan were common, a time when Americans were still 
passive and believed what the government said. 
Much has changed since 1962. The legislature has been slower than 
the state to catch up with the times. After choosing Goldwater and 
Nixon in the 1960s, South Carolinians voted for a moderate Democrat 
for President in 1976. ■ 
Earlier, in 1974, Charles "Pug" Ravenel advocated repeal of blue 
laws as well as other liberal reforms, and was an odds-on favorite to 
be governor until state courts disqualified him. 
It;s time the General Assembly move into the 1970s. A good first 
step would be the abolition of the state's antiquated blue laws. 
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At CREW NECK 
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By Nat Padget 
News Writer 
The parking lot in front of Mell Hall was 
done away with this week amid some 
controversy over the action. The 34-space 
lot, which was used extensively, was 
eliminated as the result of^a letter written 
by Manning Lomax, director of Residence 
Halls, to Walter Cox. The letter expressed 
concern for the safety of students crossing 
S.C. Highway 93, which runs alongside 
Mell Hall. Cox presented the problem to 
the President's Cabinet. 
AN AD HOC COMMITTEE of two men, 
Roy Rochester of the Physical Plant and 
Bob Eflin of the Master Planning office, 
were appointed to study the situation. 
Their recommendation was to close the 
Mell Hall lot and make a pedestrian 
crossing that will extend from the point 
where cars stop for the traffic light on the 
University side of the highway to the 
corner of the now-defunct Red Parker's 
Scoreboard. 
The parking lot will be filled with dirt 
and grass will be planted to make for an 
extension of Bowman Field. 
Contd. to page 7 
tickets 
John Pace, Assistant Dean of Students, 
has released several changes in the 
University Parking policy. The fine for 
parking in a zone marked for handicapped 
persons has been upped from $2 to $15. 
The drive located north of Wannamaker 
and Donaldwon Halls has been marked off 
for five 30-minute spaces. 
Commuters have been given 36 spaces 
on the east side of Williamson Road bet- 
ween Fort Hill Street and Heisman Street. 
This area is now marked for resident 
students, but it will be remarked for 
commuters as soon as weather permits. 
I 
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DOZEN 
BAKERY 
of Delicious Donuts 
1 coupon per person 
ON A BAKERS      Good   through   Jan 
DOZEN (13) clip and save 
This Coupon Worth 
30e 
ADJACENT 
TO HARDEE'S 
in the 
Shopping Mall 
Foreign Car Parts 
OF GLEMSON 
Now Open At 227 Pendleton Rd. 
British, German and 
Japanese 
If its foreign to you, its regular business to us. 
Owner Gordon Strickland 654-3404 
n «6 
Basketball ticket 
schedule announced 
Mell Hall's parking lot - from gravel to grass 
Mell Hall parking lot closed, 
All Clemson student tickets will be 
issued at Gate Six (6) of Littlejohn 
Coliseum on the same day of each home 
game. The tickets will be issued on a first 
come-first served bases. A schedule of the 
remaining home games and the opening 
time of the student gate follows at the end 
of  this  notice.   CLEMSON   STUDENTS 
should come to Gate Six (6) with ap- 
propriate ID, activity card, and season 
date card (if applicable) on the day of each 
home game. Activity cards and season 
date cards will be punched by ticket 
personnel and the tickets issued. If a group 
of tickets are desired, all members of the 
group must enter the gate together in 
order to be seated as a group. 
Any misuse of student ticket, ID, or ac- 
tivity card will result in confiscation of 
activity card which will be turned in to the 
Vice-President of Student Affairs. 
REMAINING HOME 
BASKETBALL GAMES 
Date OpponentsGates Open 
Once a ticket is issued, the student must 
enter the coliseum and remain for the 
game. The student ticket will not be good 
for re-admission. If available, tickets may 
be purchased by the student for a date or 
guest at Gate Six (6) when the student 
picks up his or her ticket. The price of 
these tickets are $5 each. 
TICKETS ISSUED to students are tor 
student use only and are not for resale. 
Day 
At 
SAT—Jan. 15—Men-Wake     Forestl2:00 
Noon 
Women-North Carolina 
WED—Jan. 19—Men-Maryland 6:00p.m. 
Women-Georgia State 
SAT.—Jan. 29—Men-North    Carolina5:00 
p.m. 
Women-Winthrop 
TUE—Feb.   1—Men-N.C.State 6:00p.m. 
Women-Erskine 
Feb.   3—Men-Cleveland State5:00 THU. 
p.m. 
WED. 
WED. 
SAT. 
Women-Francis Marion 
—Feb. 16— Men- Virginia   5:00 p.m. 
Women-S.C. State 
—Feb. 23—Men-Duke        5:00 p.m. 
Women-South Carolina 
Feb. 26—Men-Roanoke    5:00 p.m. 
Women-Gardner Webb 
YES We have ski information 
YES We have Eurail passes 
YES We have low cost flights to Europe 
YES We have information on hotels 
NO Our services aren't expensive. In fact, they're free. 
SMALL WORLD TRAVEL 
109 College Avenue 654-6125 
M-F 9-5:30  Sat. 9-12 
r STARTS TODAY 
ISIT 
fWJfl&R 
TKAx 
SADDLES"? 
TOVBET 
YCM£ 
irisr 
A TOPAR FILMS. INC. /SFO RELEASE   A CALLIE-LEVY FILM 
iRiRECTWCIED 
MARKETPLACE 
SHOPPING CENTER 
MOVIE INFO 
226-4234 
CINEMA I • II 
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on campus 
Defense budget can be cut, prof says 
by Chester S. Spell 
Associate Editor 
During last year's presidential cam- 
paign, a major topic of discussion was the 
U.S. defense budget. Politicians, 
economists, and ordinary citizens often 
debate whether we should spend more or 
less money on our military systems. 
Now, a Clemson professor has some 
ideas which may make saving money in 
the already monstrous defense budget 
feasible. 
Clinton Whithurst, professor of 
economics, has recently put out the book 
"The Defense Transportation System: 
Competitor or Complement to the Private 
Sector?" In this work, Whitehurst 
proposes defense department commercial 
use of land, sea, and air transportation to 
achieve more efficiency and reduce costs. 
He also suggests closing some of the 
current naval shipyards and using the 
merchant marine to serve as an auxiliary 
to the naval fleet. 
Whitehurst also maintains tnat tne 
defense transportation needs should be 
consolidated under one manager, in 
contrast to the separate managers now in 
effect. 
"We've got to save money on the 
Department of Defense's logistics bill," 
says Whitehurst, "if we're going to have 
enough money to spend on hardware such 
as the B-l bomber, cruise missiles and the 
Trident submarines." 
"None of the ideas for saving money in 
the Book are anything new," Whithurst 
explained. "What my book does is to bring 
together all of the ideas and to update 
former arguments on this subject." 
How much money can be saved using 
commercial transportation for the 
military? Whitehurst said, "I am hesitant 
to quantify savings in the defense budget, 
as this would take much more work than 
was put into the current book. But I would 
say that from one-quarter to one-half a 
billion dollars is a rough estimate, and 
probably a minimal one." 
"There are many problems in con- 
sidering how to change the defense 
departments transportation system," said 
Whitehurst. "They have essentially three 
stages of requirements — one in 
peacetime, one in contingency forces (as 
with the American forces in the Middle 
East during the 1973 crises) and one for 
mobilizatin of forces in wartime." 
"Each situation that the military might 
be in has its own peculiar problems," 
Whitehurst said. "They want above all a 
transportation system they can depend on 
— it must be responsive quickly." 
"But my position," Whitehurst said, "is 
that if our defense forces can make do by 
using 747's instead of getting more C-5 
airplanes we should do this and provide for 
the commercial planes being available 
when the military needs them." 
Whitehurst suggests a sort of 
"minuteman" system where the military 
relies more on civilian resources being 
immediately available. "The Isralies have 
perfected this 'minuteman' system and 
are the best example of it today," 
Whitehurst claimed. 
Whitehurst also pointed out that both the 
English and Russian navies use their 
merchant marines to supplement naval 
forces, whith the U.S. could also do to save 
money. 
Several other methods of saving on 
military spending were proposed by 
Whitehurst. He said that, for example, 
NATO forces could standardize all 
weapons making unnecessary the use of 
different weapons in this alliance. 
"We should get the European countries 
and our other allies to contribute   to   their 
own defense as much proportionately, as 
we are doing now. They are not at present 
doing this," Whitehurst added. 
Whitehurst also held that savings could 
be obtained by reinstating the draft, 
although he would not yet propose this, but 
that he did suggest that active forces could 
be reduced and the U.S. could rely more on 
reserves. 
The 
Transcendental 
Meditation 
Program 
Education For Enlightenment 
Intelligence, perception, comprehension, and academic 
performance improve directly through the TM program. 
TUESDAY JAN. 18 
4:00 P.M. OR 7:30 P.M. 
FREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURE 
Room 315-Daniel 
Rodney Moore Greenville 246-8085 
©1976 World Plan Executive Council—U.S.    All rights reserved 
Transcendental Meditation™ and TM* are service marks of WPEC—U.S., a non- 
profit educational organization. 
The problem with this last proposal," 
Whitehurst noted, "Is that the reserve 
forces that could be used, such as the 
National Guard, lack the money and 
materials necessary to make them good 
forces at the present time." 
Whitehurst's expertise in the area of 
defense economics is based on ten years in 
the merchant marine, two years in the 
Parking... 
Contd. from page 6 
Army, and 14 years as a Naval Reserve 
intelligence officer and four degrees, in- 
cluding a doctorate in economics and post- 
doctoral work in defense and strategic 
studies. 
The courses he has taught include the 
economics of transportation, economics of 
defense and logistics management. 
THE CLOSING OF THE lot has not gone 
without criticism. The Mell Hall lot was 
used by faculty and staff in Mell, Godfrey 
and Tillman Halls. Lee Felsburg, assistant 
director of Residence Halls, whose office is 
in Mell Hall, stated that the loss of the lot 
would not be an undue hardship on his" 
employees. "As far as the safety factor' 
I'm all for it," he claimed. Other em- 
ployees were not as enthusiastic about 
losing their parking spaces as Felsburg. 
"We have to come to work now as early as 
7:40 a.m., and then we might have to park 
at the Physical Plant," said one employe. 
"If they (the President's Cabinet) had to 
park here they wouldn't have closed the 
lot." Employes in Godfrey Hall were so 
concerned that they began a petition to re- 
open the lot. 
JOHN PACE, CHAIRMAN of the Traffic 
and Parking Committee, stated that his 
committee had never heard anything 
about closing the lot. The Traffic and 
Parking Committee is usually considered 
the body to turn to for advice when 
situations such as this come up, but did not 
act in the situation. Stanley Nicholas, Vice 
President in charge of development, and a 
member of the President's Cabinet, stated 
when asked why the Traffic and Parking 
Committee was not considered, "That 
committee just did not meet during the 
holidays and the change needed to be done 
during that time." 
The Mell Hall lot is now being filled with 
dirt and is chained off, despite the con- 
troversy surrounding it. With* the work in 
process, any change in the plans of the 
President's Cabinet is unlikely. 
BARNETT MUSIC CENTER 
SALE 
Banjos    20% off 
Guitars  up to 30% off 
LPs '4.99 
Bring this ad with you and receive 10 pet. 
extra off non-sale items of $5.00 or more 
through Jan. 19. 
Downtown 654-4627 
A    W 
Bowen Hall 
Senate Vacancy 
Pick up petitions from the Student Government 
Office and return them by Jan. 21. Elections will 
be held on Jan. 25. 
HEALTH FOODS 
THE BEANSPROUT 
yogurt, vitamins, dried fruit, shoes, juices, 
kefir, cheeses, books, snacks, backpacking 
foods, body care products 
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Steal! 
After hearing about all the shoplifting in the Clemson area before and during the 
Christmas Holidays, The Tiger decided to investigate the situation. Features staff 
members visited the university and Clemson police and various merchants in the Clemson 
area to investigate the problem.  Is shoplifting worth sacrificing your whole life? 
Writers: Barbara Pinder, Anne Baxter, Pot FHchett, Cinda Herndon, and Sheila Perdue. 
Merchants lose big to shoplifting 
Have you ever been in a store, found an 
article of clothing that you really liked but 
couldn't afford to buy? Were you tempted, 
just that one time, to steal it? If you were 
tempted, you are probably no different 
from many Clemson students. 
THEFT IN THE small clothing stores is 
rare. Mr. Knickerbocker's has had no 
problem with shoplifting in the past, and 
Jean Lewis of Kay's Shop cites only one 
incident in her ladies' dress shop. Before 
Christmas, a female student took an ar- 
ticle into a dressing room and concealed it. 
The saleswomen didn't realize it was 
missing until the girl had left and she was 
never caught. 
The main target of the shoplifters seems 
to be the local drugstores. Bill Henry of 
Payless Drugs said that in one day seven 
small perfume samples valued at $3.95 
each were stolen. Several shoplifters have 
been apprehended and prosecuted, 
although none was a University student. 
The store's policy is to prosecute anyone 
caught shoplifting. Henry added that 
shoplifting makes prices "what they are 
today." 
TOM of Lynch's Drugstore states that 
most of his shoplifting problems come 
from the University. The frequency of 
incidents has increased over the last few 
years, and Lynch attributes it to the 
clothing styles which easily conceal small 
items and perhaps just a "looser society." 
The store loses from between $6,000 and 
$7,000 of its profit each year from 
shoplifters. Lynch feels that 15 to 20 people 
steal most of it, often picking up items for 
friends who then unknowingly pay the 
shoplifter the full retail price. Most of 
shoplifters caught are local students, with 
about an even number of men and women, 
said Lynch. 
LYNCH HAS avoided posting a warning 
to shoplifters because it seems "cold here 
in a small town where you know the people 
who come in." When a shoplifter is caught, 
Lynch talks with him and they decide what 
to do. He said that he doesn't notify the 
University. 
Even though shoplifting in downtown 
Clemson is a prominent problem, two 
stores don't seem to be bothered a great 
deal by it. 
Marcus Sterling, a shoe store which also 
sells small jewelry and leather products, 
has had approximately one to three and 
one-half per cent a year of its inventory 
shoplifted, said Joe McGill. This figure 
varies throughout the year. 
POPULAR ITEMS taken from Marcus 
Sterling are socks, watches, leather goods 
and cecklaces. McGill believes that 
"...since we cater to women primarily, it 
(shoplifting) is definitly done by females." 
He also believes that 60 per cent of these 
females are of high school and college age. 
Across the street from Marcus Sterling 
is Merle Norman, a cosmetic shop. This 
store is relatively small and one employe, 
a Mrs. Hardin, said, "It is very easy to tell 
if something has been taken." 
SO FAR MERLE Norman has not had 
any extensive losses from shoplifting, 
although articles taken include jewelry 
and stationery. 
Mrs. Hardin explained, "The people who 
come into the shop aren't the kind to steal 
anything." She also remarked, "We make 
the store friendly so that people will come 
back...it would be like stealing from a 
friend. 
ALTHOUGH MUCH concern has been 
recently voiced about the increased 
shoplifting loss in the Clemson area and 
much of the loss blamed on the University 
students, this is not the case at Garrett's 
Clothing in the Clemson Shopping Center. 
Beccause of their two-way mirrors 
manned at all times at the back of the 
store, Garrett's manager, Ann Masters, 
pointed out that they are able to catch 
most, if not all, of their shoplifters. 
Masters has figures to prove her case, 
and the students case, when she maintains 
that Clemson students make up only one 
per cent or one half of one per cent of the 
shoplifting cases at Garrett's. In the past 
four years, only three Clemson students 
have attempted to shoplift from Garrett's, 
the last one being in Dec. 1976, said 
Masters. 
HOWEVER, THIS is not to say that 
Garrett's does not have any shoplifters. 
Although they do catch shoplifters — 
because of their efficient security system 
— they still lose in the long run. 
Right now, according to Masters, they 
have approximately $5,000 in merchandise 
tied up at the police station, awaiting 
trials. Often by the time mercha^Plfciis 
returned, it is out of season, she said. In 
addition, the time Masters has to spend in 
court rooms is large. In one case alone, she 
said that she had spent nine hours at court. 
There was nothing less than the stealing of 
a blouse. 
MASTERS, WHO has had much ex- 
perience dealing with shoplifters, credits 
the policy of prosecuting all cases to their 
relatively low rate of shoplifting. Most of 
the shoplifters in Garrett's attempt to 
conceal the items of clothing.said Masters. 
After a shoplifter is caught, Masters 
simply pushes a button on her automatic 
phone which connects her instantly with 
police. So, according to Masters, they 
.rarely have #ny trouble with the 
shoplifter. However, she add that when the 
suspect seems tp be difficult they may 
even lock the doors until the police can 
arrive. 
WHILE GARRETT'S problem does not 
lie with the students, the main pqfcpT: 
seems to be with the 25-to-35-age range — 
usually females. In face, according to 
Masteres, there were only two males 
caught shoplifting from Garrett's in 1976. 
The shoplifting trend also seems to have 
worse seasons than others. Winter is by far 
the worst time for the store since 
customers wear heavy clothing, often 
making concealing easy, said Masters. 
However, Garrett's also has a problem in 
the spring months as bathing suits are so 
"scanty" and easy to hide. Last year 
Garrett's caught a girl slipping a bathing 
suit into her socks, said Masters. 
"We don't have much shoplifting atl all 
because we watch our store...I think the 
key to all of it is to have good emplo yes 
who keep their eyes open," said Nike 
Cobb, manager of Quick Way for alrr iost 
three years. Cobb trains his personne I to 
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watch for shoplifters. He said that he has a 
lot of people working—even at night—to 
make sure that no shoplifting occurs. 
Besides training people to watch 
carefully for any offenders, Cobb said that 
he teaches his employes to use codes. For 
instance, if a customer in the store is 
suspected of stealing something, one of the 
employes yells a code word, such as 
"caper daper." The coding system serves 
to alert the other employees so that they 
can better observe the offending customer. 
GENERALLY     SPEAKING,     if     a 
customer stays in the store for an 
unusually long time, the employes begin to 
suspect that he might be thinking of 
stealing something. According to Cobb, 
everything is on the counter where it can 
be seen and where the customer can find it 
with relative ease. 
Cobb said that he is also wary of children 
who come in by themselves and loiter in 
the store. When they do, Cobb said that he 
will usually ask them politely to leave the 
store. "I try to tell them in such a way that 
they realize that this is a precautionary 
measure." 
Another way that shoplifters may be 
caught is by means of three mirrors from 
which every angle of the store can be seen, 
said Cobb. 
COBB STATES that there is no primary 
type of of fenders... there is a good mixture. 
Shoplifting does not increase when 
students return for a semester, or, as Cobb 
said, "Students cannot afford to steal." 
There have been hardly any. shoplifting 
incidents at all this year. However, Cobb 
related that last year—and more 
specifically within the last six months- 
there were quite a few offenders. Again, 
they constitutded a mixed group, but Cobb 
said that the major offenders were 
juveniles under the age of 16. 
Cobb went on to say that the offenders 
were mostly children from prominent 
families in Clemson. As far as disciplinary 
measures for the juveniles are concerned, 
Cobb said that their parents are usually 
asked to come to the store until the 
manager decides what should be done with 
them. 
SMALL ITEMS taken from the store 
include: candy, shampoo, drugs. These 
things are most frequently-taken items 
because they can be readily concealed in 
hats, umbrellas, coats, and other apparel. 
Sometimes, two or three thieves will come 
in and one will draw the attention of the 
employe at the cash register while the 
others will attempt to rob the store, said 
Cobb.   Sometimes  Cobb   will   station 
APPARENTLY, town merchants are 
the ones who suffer most from shoplifters. 
According to Sgt. Charles H. Moore of the 
Clemson police, Garrett's, The Store and 
Caper House are the main Clemson 
establishments hit the hardest by 
shoplifters. He added that approximately 
25 people a year are arrested in Clemson 
for shoplifting. 
Prosecution for shoplifting changed two 
years ago. Before South Carolina police 
could only arrest one for actual shoplifting 
in the form of "lifting" the item from the 
shelf and leaving the particular store. 
NOW, THE LAW has changed so that a 
store manager or salesperson can arrest a 
shoplifter for concealing an item. This 
means that if a person sticks a bottle of 
wine or an article of clothing in a pocket or 
jacket, he can be arrested by the store 
manager for concealment. 
According to Judge John Lagrone of the 
Clemson police, stealing is divided into two 
main categories: petty larceny and 
shoplifting. 
THE FINES FOR petty larceny are 
from $25-$100, depending on the value of 
the item less than $50. According to 
Lagrone, shoplifting is a much more 
serious crime than petty larceny. It is 
someone in the cooler to watch the 
customers and to make sure that no one 
steals anything. 
Cobb said that if someone can get by 
with stealing one item he usually comes 
back and tries again. 
COBB CITED one example of a student 
who was seen by an employe stealing beer. 
However, the student was frightened by 
the fact that the employe had seen him and 
consequently put the beer down and ran 
away. The police did not catch him. 
SURPRISINGLY enough, The Store 
(downtown Clemson) has had $8,000 worth 
of goods stolen since they opened last 
January. "Most people I catch have been 
drinking," said Steve Raines, manager of 
the store. He added that although $8,000 
seems like a lot of money, shoplifters 
usually only take $2 or $3 worth of items at 
one time. 
Raines related that shoplifting is a 
major problem and that most students 
don't realize how serious this crime can 
be. "With a shoplifting record, kids will 
have a real problem finding a job after 
they get out of school. Most arrests for 
petty larceny and shoplifting will bar a 
student from employment with a store or a 
company that uses a bonding company." 
ACCORDING TO Raines, he has signed 
more warrants for arrests than any other 
store in Clemson. "I don't like to arrest 
people...in fact, I sympathize with anyone 
who has to resort to shoplifting." 
"One bad aspect of shoplifting that af- 
fects us all is the fact that with increased 
shoplifting, the prices for articles go up 
and we all end up paying for it in the long 
run," said Raines. 
RAINES RELATED several incidents 
that have happened in his store since last 
January. "One night at 10:30, a,guy came 
in and attempted to steal three moonpies 
worth a total of 32 cents. He didn't realize 
that I saw everything he was doing and 
then I arrested him. His charge could 
range from $25 to $300. When a person 
considered a misdemeanor and one can be 
charged for shoplifting an article of any 
value. For shoplifting, one also has to go to 
court. 
For the first offense, one can be fined up 
to $300, six months in jail, or both. For the 
second offense the fine is up to $500, one 
year in jail, or both. The third offense is 
imprisonment for one-to-five years. 
"SHOPLIFTING HAS become so 
vicious. Most people are not thieves — they 
just shoplift on the spur of the moment and 
then end up regretting what they have 
done," said Laerone. 
Apparently, Lagrone said, the South 
Carolina Law Enforcement Division 
(SLED) in Columbia is now keeping very 
accurate records of various shoplifters. 
WHEN ASKED HOW a particular store 
owner goes about making an arrest of a 
suspicious person, Lagrone said, "The 
store owner usually asks to look in a 
suspect's pocket and if he finds an article, 
he makes a manager's arrest, after which 
he calls the police. If the offender causes 
any trouble while the manager is awaiting 
the arrival of the police, he can lock the 
store doors. 
"The town of Clemson doesn't have as 
much problem with shoplifting as other 
places...shoplifting has been bad ever 
since someone opened a store and sold 
something," Lagrone added. 
ACCORDING TO Lagrone, stores like 
the Winn Dixie on the 123-bypass have a 
greater problem with apprehending 
potential shoplifters because of the greater 
volume of merchandise and the huge area 
that the store covers. "There's no telling 
how much is taken from there." 
When asked how an arrest would occur 
in a store of that size, Lagrone said that a 
worker in the store would have to testify 
that he had seen a certain person stealing 
an article. He added that this would be 
"probable cause for a warrant of arrest." 
Dean Walter Cox, Vice President for 
Student Affairs, says that there is no set 
University policy concerning disciplinary 
action for shoplifters. He stated that the 
course of action depends on the cir- 
cumstances, where the incident occurred, 
whether the case goes to court, and its 
outcome. 
Two years ago when a female student 
stole a candy bar from a local store, she 
was taken to the police station and turned 
over to Dean Susan Delony. Later she was 
admitted to the Mental Health section of 
Redfern until her parents came and took 
her home. She was not permitted to return 
to Clemson. 
Police cite problem 
:^y^m-:,\y-   ■■■■ ■.::.■ 
Clemson Police Chief Wayne Wardlaw, 
shown here, says that shoplifting has 
grown into a big problem here. Wardlaw 
says there is no such thing as a typical 
shoplifter — shop lifters are black and 
white, rich and poor. 
Although most students would consider 
shoplifting a problem, the Clemson 
University police have had no incidence of 
shoplifting on campus within the last two 
years. Police sources relate that the 
Bookstore employes increase security at 
the beginning and the end of each semester 
to curb the shoplifting problem. 
shoplifts,   the   price   of   the   article   is 
irrelevant." 
Another incident Raines cited was when 
a male came in and put an 85 cent bottle of 
wine under his coat. "When he noticed that 
I was standing in the back and had seen 
everything that had gone on, he - 
volunteered right away to pay for the wine. 
He was arrested also." 
RAINES ADDED that 100 per cent of the 
people who enter his store and attempt to 
shoplift are white males and that 95 per 
cent of these people have been drinking. 
"Usually a dare from a friend forces a guy 
to steal." 
Although shoplifting is a definite 
problem in Clemson, the store owenrs are 
watching all their customers carefully. 
Additionally, stores are using more 
sophisticated devices to attempt to stop 
the ever-growing number of shoplifters. 
Even in a small place like Clemson, most 
stores are now using cameras, two-way 
mirrors, dressing rooms with no curtains 
and check girls for changing rooms. 
ON THE OTHER hand, it is up to the 
consumer to stop potential shoplifters. 
This can be done by reporting a suspicious 
person to the store manager or asking a 
shoplifting friend to curb his habit or seek 
psychiatric help. With increased inflation, 
the price of goods is high enough without 
the store owners' upping the prices even 
more because they are losing money from 
shoplifters. 
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Recent motion pictures 
Warm cold film season 
By Dave Farmer 
Entertainment Editor 
Several motion pictures were released 
during Christmas vacation which relieved 
a lull for moviegoers which had lasted 
since late summer. The subjects and 
genres of the films are varied and almost 
anyone can find something to enjoy. 
" It was beginning to seem that the 
presentation of the Academy Awards 
might have to be suspended, but 
December saw the issue of films which at 
least make spending two and a half bucks 
more bearable. 
IN THE CATEGORY of love stories, we 
have A Star Is Born. Barbra Streisand and 
Kris Kristofferson have put together a film 
which is entertaining at worst. 
The Enforcer is the latest Dirty Harry 
movie from Clint Eastwood. You're either 
a Clint Eastwood fan or you're not, but 
many are saying this is the best of the 
Harry Callahan series. 
The next three pictures deserve some 
special mention. 
THE COMEDY FILM of the season is 
Silver Streak, the story a luxury train 
around which a plot of murder revolves. 
Gene Wilder gives up both the writing and 
directing, and has finally shaken the 
crowd of actors and actresses that made 
him famous. 
The result is a release from the lunacy of 
Mel Brooks into a much classier film, and 
one which is just as enjoyable. Silver 
Streak was made simply to entertain, and 
that it does with the help of Jill Clayburgh, 
Patrick McGoohan and particularly 
Richard Pryor. 
It has been played up for months; 
however, somehow you just didn't expect 
much out of King Kong, but when viewed 
with a receptive eye it isn't all that bad. 
AS JUST ANY movie it would get a 
grade of about B-minus. As a movie about 
a forty foot monkey, give it an A-plus. 
There was some clever writing done to 
bring the story up to date. 
The actors are really unimportant as 
Kong steals the show along with the girl 
who would have been better if she had kept 
her mouth shut. 
My personal favorite of the season is The 
Front. Woody Allen moves from comedy to 
ADVERTISEMENT 
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We need people interested in music, art 
and other forms of entertainment. 
You must be able to do as you're told and 
keep quiet; make no mistake about that. 
Located on the ninth floor 
above the loggia. Call 656-2150, 
drive in, 
take out, 
fast, free 
delivery, also 
JoJlSSSBgft 
for pizza, 
spaghetti, 
lasagna, 
subs, 
dial 654-6990 
eat a big one 
if you haven't 
had a piece lately 
dramatic acting and beautifully shows the 
effect of the communist witch hunts of the 
fifties on the television business. 
Allen cannot help but inject a touch of 
humor into the role, but the seriousness of 
the other characters reflects the futility of 
fighting the blind group of super patriots 
who are their own worst enemies. 
A SPECIAL tribute is due Zero Mostel 
for his portrayal of a blacklisted 
comedian. Mostel, along a few other ac- 
tors, the writer, and the director were 
actually victims of blacklisting in the early 
fifties. 
All in all, a satisfying Christmas present 
from Hollywood. 
If you want concerts... 
by Dave Farmer 
Entertainment Editor 
There was no Christmas miracle, so 
Clemson University faces another 
semester without big-name musical en- 
tertainment. Therefore, students who wish 
to enjoy live concerts will find it necessary 
to venture to places where the pickins are 
less slim. 
Well, actually, Clemson will have 
Jimmy Buffet late in February, and The 
Gutter and Edgar's will continue to offer 
interesting weekend diversions. However, 
many will not be satisfied and will have to 
head for Georgia. 
THE TWO SPOTS that will have the 
most inviting attractions will be the 
University of Georgia and The Omni in 
Atlanta. It will oiten be worth the one-to 
two-hour drive to take in a good concert in 
Athens or Atlanta. 
This very weekend Georgia will present 
the Marshall Tucker Band. Along with the 
Tucker boys Saturday night will be Pure 
Prairie League. The show is to begin at 8, 
and will cost $5. Plenty of tickets will be 
available at the door. 
THE UNIVERSITY of Georgia does a 
very good job presenting its concerts. 
Clemson was well represented by a good 
number of students at the Jackson 
Browne-Orleans concert last semester, 
and Georgia has considered selling tickets 
here on campus, but for this concert at 
least, they will have to be bought at the 
door. 
Besides the University of Georgia, The 
Omni in Atlanta has several concerts that 
Clemson students may want to know 
about. On Jan. 20, Foghat will appear. 
Black Sabbath will perform on Jan. 26, and 
Feb. 21 will mark the date for the arrival of 
Queen. 
Concerts in this huge coliseum are just 
like what you would expect from the big 
town of Atlanta. The one disadvantage is 
that the only way to order tickets over the 
phone is to use a Mastercharge credit 
card. The number of the ticket office is 404- 
577-9600. 
WHO 
*^******************************J^*#sjc.|s# | TRY ^J^i^l 
I Zhe Qr-n Jjtaf       ^Sa^fjrl 
% for your TV^OV   * 
VJSnst        * 
!        NEEDS H#  I 
Super Quality Best Prices In Town 
* 654-2112    open  10 am to 6 pm       Free Delivery * 
*************************************** 
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fRESH FLOWER 
Placement schedule 
Date Company Interested   In: 
Xh£'_J£n_2?. _CliaI.,e_si0^. Ha^LaL i.h±PYa£.d_ __Bi. Z. £.Ei E1-£. &  HE   "   May-Aug   Grads 
Fri,   Jan   l\      Charleston   Naval   Shipyard        BS   -   CE,   ECT T HE~-~M7y'rAu"g~~G7ad"s 
Mon,   Jan  2k     Reliance  Electric BS  -   ECE,  ME  &  ET   -  May-Aug  Grads   -  For  Sales 
En.9_r openj_ng_s_ir^ SE_6_Mjd^We5t_ _ 
Rex Hospital AAN,   BSN,  MSN  -   Dec,  May or Aug  Grads 
 ,         All   areas  except  psychiatry.  
Tue,   Jan   25     Proctor   &   Gamble BS,   MS  or   ME   in   ChE,   CE,   ECE,   ME,   ESE,   WRE,   Sys~ 
_Pajje_r_P£od_uc_ts_ Compa_ny_ En£I.»_E29r   flech,   or  Mat   Engr 
United   Merchants " BS   -   TS,   TextT T»~ AM~--FoV"P7dt" Mgmt_posTtTons7 
Clearwater   Finishing   Plant      p,S 5   ndvancea  TC   &   Cnt   for   Kesearch,   May-Aug   Grads 
KelTey-Sp7i7ig7ie"ld  Ti7e~Co ~BS~ r ChE 7o7 Dev\~Eng7;~EE~ For" p"lan7 Engr"VME ~ 
  for_Majnr.E_nar_-_Dec-May  or   Aua   Grads 
_Bahnson BS_ -_ E_CE_ OC. ME   -  De£1_May_£_Aug_G7ads-_ " 
Cone   Mills BS   - tpSci ,   AM,    IM,   TC,   TS,   Text,   ECE,   ME  £   ET 
 " May-Aug  Grads  
Wed,  Jan  26     Industrial   Risk   Insurers BS  -  ChE,   CE,   ECE,  ME  £  ET  for  Field   inspection 
 pos_i_t_ion_ -  May_-Aug_ Grads  
Morse   Chain   -   Oiv  of BS   -   AM,    IM,   CE,   ECE,   ME,~E7gr   Anal7s7s~&   ET  7o7 
_Borg_-Wa£ner  T£.c!l SaA.ei. 
Cryovac  -   Div  of  W.   R. BS  6 Advanced-"-  Biol ,   FdSci ,  ChE  6 ME 
Grace_ &_ Cjwipany_ _ _ May-Aug  Grads 
Santee-Cooper 8S   -   Acc7,-AM ,   IFM;~B? or_AdvarKed~ ~ CF.7 EC7 or" 
 (S.   C.   Public   Svc  Auth) ME   -   Dec,   Hay   or   Aug   Grads  
Thu,  Jan  27     F_i res_tone TextMe  Co BS_-_TS ,_Tex_t_ p_r_EJ_ £ Hay_ or_Au_g_Grad_s  
St.   Regis  Paper  Company BS  -  CpSci   for  programming  positions 
BS   -   ChE,   ME   for   Engineering   positions 
 
u5c.^Ha_y_o.r_ tys. £.ra5's_ _ 
Harris-Electronic Sys Div  BS & Advanced in ECE £ HE for R £ D in Design 
 May-Aug_Grad_s  
_Gep£gj_a_Powe_r_Company_ _ _ _BS^ 6^ Ady_anced_-_CE a ECE 6 HE "■ May_-Aug_ Grads_ _ 
__Fe_rro_Cor£ona£ion_       BS_ - C_rE_ ~ _ Dec_-May_ £r^Aug_Grads  
Norton- Company Any Bachelors degree for i ndustr ial sales ; 
BS £ Advanced - CrE; BS - ChE or ET for Engineer- 
1 ng positions   May-Aug Grads  
Fri , Jan 28 _AJJjed_ CJiemi_ca_1 " BS_ ^ MEj_ _M_S_ ^_ ESE j May_-Aug_ Grads  
JU I an_ta_Gasj__i_gh t_Co __ BS_ £ CE_&_ME_ _ ^Sy^HSJ*"1!?— ~       
_VJ_rg_i ni a_ C_hem_|_ca_l      ~ _BS_ ^_ ChE_ _ May_-Aug_ G_rads_ _   
 Alto Corporation BS - ME, ET for Tech Sales   rtay-Aug_Grads  
Resume Writing and. J n.terv Jew Techniques Seminars will be he 1 d 
Chambers,. Room 167, Union Building on the following days: 
the Student Senate 
MONDAY 
WEDNESDAY 
THURSDAY 
January 17 
January ]° 
January 20 
10:10-11:0^ A.M. 
7:00 - 8:00 P.": 
3:35 '• kiX5   P.M. 
THE SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF 
MANAGEMENT will hold a meeting Tues., Jan. 18, in 
Rm. 301, Sirrine. The meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m. and 
the guest speaker wilt be Mr. Fred Stevens from Stevens 
Mills. 
PERSONAL GROWTH GROUP: For students who 
want to know and like themselves better, gain skills in 
personal relationships, and increase their awareness of 
setf and others. For more info, come to the Counseling 
Center, 200 Tillman. 
STUDENTS' INTERNATIONAL MEDITATION 
SOCIETY will meet for an advanced lecture to expand 
their knowledge of the TM program. Come and enjoy on 
Jan. 23 in Rm. 318, Daniel, at 7:30. 
SIMS will present introductory lectures on the TM 
program on Jan. 18at 4p.m. in Rm. 315 Daniel. Everyone 
is invited to attend. 
CLEMSON VOLLEYBALL CLUB invites any Clemson 
student (male or female) to join CVC. Practice is 6:30 
Tues. and Wed., and 6 Sun. For more info call 6046 or 
6428. 
STUDENTS INTERESTED in joining a weight-control 
group, see John Anderson at the University Counseling 
Center Rm. 200 Tillman by Jan. 14. 
CU STUDENT CHAPTER OF AMERICAN SOCIETY 
OF CIVIL ENGINEERING will sponsor a talk on the 
Richard B. Russell Dam Project controversy on Jan. 18, 
in Lowry Auditorium. Ahotdog supper will be served at 6 
p.m.; the meeting will follow at 7. The public is invited. 
WANTED: Coaches for YMCA youth wrestling 
program. Practices are held on Tues. and Thurs. from 4 
to 5:15 in the gym at the bottom of the Y. For more info 
call John Morris at 7055 or come by F223. Little wrestling 
experience is needed. 
LOST: Ladies gold wristwatch. Call Cindy at 6302. 
APT. FOR RENT: 2 bedrooms, central heat, air, shag 
carpet, stove, refrig. Call 654-5750. After 5:30 call 654- 
1920. 
EUROPE-ISRAEL-AFRICA-ASIA-SOUTH 
AMERICA: Travel discounts year round.  Student Air 
Travel  Agency,  Inc. 4228  First  Avenue,  Tucker,  Ga. 
30084.  (404) 934-6662. 
LOST: One pair of brown wool gloves with leather 
palm. Lost in bathroom of Littlejohn. If found, call Paula 
at 8323. 
LOST: Off-white scarf (by Betmar) in Brackett. Call 
Lou at 8323. * 
PERSONAL: Gayle - Congratulations on the surprise. 
LOST: Male's gold wedding band     engraved inside 
"H.Q.K. to K.D.J." Call 654-4364 after 4:30. 
FOUND:   1 pair of leather gloves  (girls)  in front of 
Calhoun Mansion. Call Sandy: 8431. 
EVERY TUESDAY ALL SEATS  $1.00 
91,000 People. 33 Exit Gates. 
One Sniper... 
TWe MINUTE 
-WARNING 
m 
CHAHLTOH HESTDN 
JOHN CASSAVETES 
"TWO-MINUTE WARNING- V5^/     B 
MARTIN BALSAM • BEAU" BRIDGES • MARILYN HASSETT COLOK 
DAVID JANSSEN ■ JACK KLUGMAN ■ WALTER PIOGEON 
GENA ROWLANDS .,wnnim-m<iMtmittn mi-muir 
One Week Only, Shows At 7:00 &9:00 
Starts Fri. Jan. 14 
astro 3 theatre 
COLLEGE AVENUE/6541670 
■ Coming Next: "THE EN FORCER";! 
' ComingSoon!"SILVER STREAK'^ 
r'The Pink Panther Strikes Again" || 
"A Star Is Born" 
UNIVERSITY 
STEREO 
302 Seneca Road University Square 
654-4400 
Come in and listen to the 
newest thing in speakers: WESELLALL $6.95 LIST LP'S 
FOR $4.79 
Pre-Recorded Eight 
Track And Cassette 
Tapes  List $7.96 
OUR PRICE $5.49 
Pioneer HPM-J0 
3-WSy 3-driver system 
+0 watts max. input 
The supertweeters in our new Pioneer 
HPM speakers arent cones or domes. And 
don't have voice coils or magnets. Instead. 
they Ye made with curved membranes of a 
unique material—High Polymer Molecular film-to reproduce 
a louder, clearer, less distorted sound than anything youre used to. 
Come hear the top and bottom ends of the audio spectrum 
as they were meant to be heard. 
Through Pioneer HPMs. 
ALL-DIRECTIONAL 
FM ANTENNA 
Pioneer HI'M-UMI 
4-way t-driver system 
10(1 watts max. input 
(U> PIONEER 
'9.95 
Watch For E PI 
Speaker Clinic 
In February 
January 14,1977 
$1.59 
FM TWIN-LINE ANTENNA 
Folded Dipole. 6-ft. lead-in with spade' 
lugs. For behind cabinet, under rug, any 
concealed place. Imported. 
WATTS   DISC   PREENER. 
Removes oil, dust, grit ... 
prevents them from return- 
ing! Non-toxic ionic com- 
pound for anti-static control. 
Penetrates every groove, ex- 
tends record life!    s6.95 
4i99 TAPE HEAD 
DEMAGNETIZE!? 
NEEDLES 
reg. 8.95 
now 5.95 -f 
Model 940 List $149.95 
complete 
(DO® 
MULTIPLE PLAY 
MANUAL 
TURNTABLES 
M PIONEER 
HGHRDEUTV 
PL 1150 automatic 
return turntable 
speed-detecting auto return 
S-shaped tone arm 
Dampened cueing 
Howling-free floating 
walnut grain cabinet 
771 
DISHWASHER 
MODERN RECORD 
CLEANING SYSTEM 
Protects from 
Fingerprints, 
Dust, Grime, 
only 15.00 
PROTECTIVE ALBUM 
SLEEVES. Package of 12 de- 
corative poly-lined album- 
size sleeves. With windows to 
show titles and selections. A 
must   for   album   owners! 
1.99 
Sound Guard 
keeps your 
good sounds 
sounding 
good. 
Now you can protect the 
sound of your records with Sound 
Guard* record preservative. 
Sound Guard preservative 
puts on a microscopically-thin, dry 
film to help the stylus track 
smoothly in the grooves—instead 
of eroding them     «j 
away. 
*Sound Guard is Ball Corporation's 
trademark for its record preservative. 
'6.99 
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What was sai 
by Chick Jacobs 
Sports Editor 
In all the glory of scoring over 100 points 
a game and swamping opponents by 40 to 
50 points at each outing, and in all the 
hoopla of becoming a nationally-ranked 
team, one glaring fact seems to have been 
overlooked by Tiger supporters; until the 
Marquette meeting, there wasn't anyone 
on the Ciemson schedule worth the Tigers' 
time. 
What do teams such as Biscayne, 
Stetson, Buffalo and Tennessee Tech all 
have in common? Why, they weref all 
..victims of a lopsided schedule that 
. wouldn't have caused Tri-County TEC a 
great deal of concern. Ciemson fans have 
been pointing to statistics and bragging 
about what a great team the Tigers are. 
YET, IT IS DIFFICULT to ascertain 
exactly how great the Ciemson team is as 
long as it's playing opponents that would 
have problems dispatching the Univer- 
sity's intramural champs. No one is going 
to believe that you're number one if all you 
can claim is that you were able to 
massacre the Venezuelan Nationals. 
Many reasons might be presented as to 
why the Tigers have a variety of cream- 
"puffs on their early schedule. When coach 
Bill Foster came to Ciemson, he was faced 
with the task of filling in the early portion 
of the Tiger schedule (the ACC portion 
takes care of itself) and all that were 
available were less than stellar teams. 
In addition, the Tigers would like to have 
a few "breathers" before ACC's annual 
war of attrition begins. Other apologists 
point to the rest of the ACC which follows 
'the same sort of early season fun and 
games. K.C. State, Virginia, and 
especially Maryland all have light to non- 
existent schedules. Why shouldn't 
Ciemson be allowed to have a little fun 
before the hard part of the season begins? 
THE ANSWER IS SIMPLY that the 
Tigers have not earned the right to have a 
slack month. Teams such as North 
Carolina, UCLA and Kentucky, all long- 
established basketball powers, can play a 
schedule laced with Farleigh-Dickinsons, 
Pepperdines and other such sacrifices. 
Ciemson can't afford to. Until a few years 
ago, the Tigers were the joke of ACC 
basketball. 
Now that the Tigers have earned a 
measure of respect with what is the best 
team ever fielded at the University, they 
can't elect to play teams that until recently 
were an even match. Until Ciemson can 
continue to prove itself against decent 
competition, it would be difficult to gain 
additional acdeptance. It would also be 
next to impossible to   mprove play. 
Perhaps proof of this statement would be 
best presented by the team's performance 
at Greensboro last week. The Tigers went 
with what had been a very successful 
formula in the past. The only problem was 
the opponent was not from the Mickey 
Mouse League. It was North Carolina. The 
run-and-gun offense that garnered 133 
points against Tennessee Tech could not 
manage to score against the Tar Heels. 
COACH FOSTER STATED after the 
contest that his team had trouble with 
their transition in the game. Ciemson 
simply didn't have any experience in 
changing offensive patterns. They brought 
the ball down and set for the same old 
Colon Abraham writhes in pain after in- 
juring his foot against Tennessee Tech. 
Colon was out of action for two games, but 
aided the Tigers' win over Duke with 17 
points. 
plays. Against a team like Carolina, that 
wasn't smart. 
The contest against the Tar Heels is a 
fair indication of the competition yet to 
come in the ACC this year. As usual, it's 
going to be a rough winter in the con- 
ference. Outside of talent, perhaps nothing 
will be as important as the experience that 
a team brings into a conference clash. 
And, while Ciemson has some of the most 
talented players in the league and one of 
the best benches, the Tigers will also 
probably bring in the least amount of 
seasonal experience against worthwhile 
foes. 
The recruitment of potential players, 
already made difficult as a result of 
probation, is not enhanced by a plethora of 
outclassed opponents. 
THE GAME AGAINST Furman is a 
good example of the type of pre-ACC% 
competition that the Tigers should play. 
Florida State also afforded competition for 
Ciemson. Teams that can make a showing 
for themselves will do the team a lot more 
good than those which allow seven players 
to reach double figures. 
With the addition of USC as a "home- 
and-home" on the schedule, perhaps the 
Tigers will get over their pre-ACC nerves. 
Additional opportunities with ranked 
talent were lost, though, when Ciemson 
withdrew from a tournament in Kentucky 
to co-host a December tourney with — get 
this — the Citadel. 
There isn't anything wrong with 
scheduling teams that would provide a 
little competition earlier in the year. A 
victory by 12 points counts as much as one 
by 52, unless someone is hung up on '  a 
Dunkel ratings. A victory over Cleveland 
State can't be as satisfying as a major win. 
Massacres against outclassed teams don't 
help when the major competition comes 
up. 
But they certainly can hurt. 
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Coach Pell announces 
his new assistants Levfe for feet 
The new Clemson head football coach 
Charley Pell, selected his new coaching 
staff during the Christmas holidays. The 
new staff will include five newcomers to 
Clemson and five who have had experience 
with the Tigers. 
The new members are Dafiny Ford, 
Mickey Andrews, Jimmy Laycock, Joe 
Kines, and Jerry Kirk. Those with 
previous experience at Clemson are 
Dwight Adams, Buddy King, Tom Moore, 
Clyde Wrenn, and Willie Anderson. 
Ford will be the assistant head coach 
under Pell and he will also work with the 
offensive linemen. His previous coaching 
experience includes four years at 
Alabama under coach Bear Bryant, and 
three years at Virginia Tech. 
Andrews  will  serve   as   the   Tigers 
defensive coordinator and the secondary 
coach. During his stint as head coach at 
the University of North  Alabama  and 
Livingston University, he led teams to one 
NAIA national championship and to the 
semi-finals in another year. 
Laycock, who will be in charge of of- 
fensive backs at Clemson, has coached 
high school and college teams. He was a 
grad assistant for former Tiger coach 
Hootie Ingram, and coached at the Citadel 
and Memphis State. 
Kines will be the Tigers' linebacker 
coach. He was the first assistant to be 
chosen by Pell. He also had prep and 
collegiate experience, and has coached at 
Chattooga County, Georgia and 
Jacksonville State. 
Kirk, who joined Pell's staff as a 
defensive line coach, not only has ex- 
perience in the collegiate ranks but has 
spent time in the pro ranks as well. He was 
running back coach for the New York Jets 
under Lou Holtz. He was also Holtz's 
linebacker coach at N.C. State. 
■.■.•.•.••>.••• on! 
Gome to the homo of the BETTER STEAK. 
Hungry Bull's Family steak house 
GO TIGERS; 
HUNGRY IPS 
BindL/nv 
With This Ad - 
$100 Discount 
On Prime Cut Steaks FAMILY STEAK H0USE 
SYSTEM $329-THE DREAM 
Well-balanced systems to save you money. 
We're not sure, but it was probably Henry Kloss who said, "what the world 
needs is a good $300.00 stereo system." As head engineer at Advent, Mr. Kloss 
. (he's the "K" in "KLH" and co-founder of AR) has worked diligently to offer 
music lovers better equipment and lower prices. Sometimes it seems that 
Henry's ultimate goal is to invent a product that will be sonically perfect and 
come free in a box of Cracker Jacks. 
For our $329.00 system, we've chosen the Advent 3's, Marantz Superscope 
R1220 stereo receiver, and the B+C 920 automatic turntable. Quite a package! 
If you've always figured that high quality stereo equipment starts at five or six 
hundred, you owe it to yourself to hear out System $329. Now, for the first time, 
the world has a really good $329.00 stereo system. Our dream has come true. $43 
down, $27-month for 12 months. 
MACHINE 
save 
$100 
music 
IIUH'llilH' 
STEREO FOR EVERYONE 
Anderson • 4024 Anderson Hwy. 1 Mile  Past 1-85 
224-2584 
Greenville • 1001 N. Pleasantburg Drive 
232-8171 
Greenwood • 201 Hampton Ave. 229-6406 
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Obstacles face Tribble's   lady Tiger team 
By Lynn Jarret 
Sports Writer 
The Tigers' low field goal percentage 
was the determining factor in the women's 
team loss to the College of Charleston 
Saturday. They outrebounded Charleston, 
but could not put the ball in tne hoop. 
Donna Forester, leading the team with a 
16.9 point average, only tallied seven 
points. The rest of the team shared the 
unpleasant night as Janet Forester, with 
13 points, was the only Tiger in double 
figures. 
THE CLEMSON girls had a slow first 
half, scoring only 24 points to Charleston's 
36. In the second period the Tigers out- 
scored   the   Charleston   team,   but   the 
margin could not be closed as the game 
ended in a 71-61 loss for Clemson. 
This was the fourth straight loss for the 
Tigers after a 3-1 start. 
However, Wednesday night the tigers 
showed their early season potency by 
posting a 74-42 victory over Erskine 
College. 
The Tigers are out-rebounding their 
opponents, committing fewer fouls than 
their opponents, and have several players 
hitting over 70 per cent from the free- 
throw line. Yet, they have not been win- 
ning. The problem can be seen with a look 
at the field goal percentages. The team is 
not hitting 40 percent from the floor. 
COACH ANNIE TRIBBLE feels the 
Tiger team has the ability to beat the 
teams they have lost to, but the women are 
not shooting up to their ability. 
Tiger begins contest 
If you have been plagued by the pitter- 
patter of hundreds of little feet in your 
room over the year, the Tiger is proud to 
give you an opportunity to get even with 
your unwanted roommates. Tired of 
having to bribe those scurrying black 
battalions of bugs with pieces of bread to 
leave you alone? Fed up with having to 
shake your sneakers to avoid unpleasant 
surprises in the morning? Get revenge! 
'The Tiger presents the First Annual Giant 
Cockroach Contest! 
Beginning Sunday, Jan. 23, at 2 p.m., the 
Giant Cockroach contest will begin. All 
contestants and their entries must be from 
Clemson University. The entries will be 
measured by a judge from the Tiger and 
the length noted in the record book. 
Due to the fact that we wish for the little 
ones to grow for next year's contest, no 
roaches under V2 inch long will be ac- 
cepted. In addition, no more than two 
entries per person or five roaches per 
room will be allowed. 
The rules of the contest are simple and 
succinct. Any Clemson student procuring a 
roach from the campus (either inside or 
outside) may bring his prize to the Tiger 
office (9th floor, Student Union). The 
roach should be alive and in an escape- 
proof container. The roach will be 
measured in body length. Extra-long 
antennae will not aid an entry. At the close 
of the contest (the spring Buzzard) the 
winner will be announced. First prize is $10 
and a six pack of Coors. 
Benet Hall and Clemson House 
Senate Vacancies 
Pick up petitions from the Student Government 
Office and return them by Jan. 21. Elections will 
be held on Jan. 25 
FOUR PAWS 
SAYS 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS 
Drop By And See The Improvements 
Made Over The Holidays 
University Minimal! 
The women started the season with a 
fast break-type offense but have changed 
to a more patterned-type offense. This 
change is reflected in the decrease in total 
points scored per game. Vicky Burton, a 
guard, thinks that the new offense has 
been effective. Reflecting on the same 
problems as Coach Tribble she added, 
"We have to make our high percentage 
shots. We've got our defense worked out." 
Another obstacle, Coach Tribble points 
out, is the short time that the women have 
worked together. With women from last 
year, from her team in Anderson, and 
some freshmen, the players have not had 
time to polish their playing as a team. 
LACK OF SUPPORT has also been a 
problem for the women. Several of the 
players questioned said that the only 
backing they received was from their 
friends, a limited number of fans, and 
people who come so they will have good 
seats for the men's game. They feel that 
their competition is good, and that they 
deserve support. 
Saturday night, the Tigers will face a 
tough North Carolina team. Coach Tribble 
thinks that this game could be the key to 
the rest of the season. A Clemson victory 
would restore or confirm confidence in the 
Tiger team. 
A SOUTH CAROLINA woman, Kathy 
Shoemaker, is the leading player on the 4-2 
Tar Heel team. Coach Tribble said that the 
Tigers would probably use a zone defense 
against the tall team. 
Looking to this game and future games, 
Sandy Ruff commented, "I think we'll 
have a very successful game when we play 
up to our potential. All we have to do is put 
it all together." 
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Clemson sports over the Christmas break 
...While you were gone 
Clemson-USC Basketball 
Following a five year separation 
Clemson University and the University of 
South Carolina announced that the schools 
would resume their basketball rivalry, 
beginning with the 1977-78 season. 
The schools stopped playing each other 
following the 1971-72 season when USC 
dropped out of the ACC. Since then various 
actions, including an attempted act of 
legislation by the General Assembly, were 
undertaken to resume the rivalry. 
Scheduling difficulties prevented any 
resumption of play until now. A possible 
renewal of the competition two years ago 
was bogged down by USC's application for 
readmission to the ACC. 
The announcement, made both at 
Clemson and at USC, called for 20 games 
to be played through the 1986-87 season. 
Dates for the first six years were set, with 
future dates to be set later. The basketball 
series date back to 1912 with 112 meetings. 
USC holds a 72-40 lead in the game history. 
Coach Bill Foster was Quoted as saying, 
"I was asked about the renewal of the 
series when I took over this job. I said that 
I was in favor of resuming the games on a 
long term basis. The Clemson-USC series 
will be one of the top rivalries in the state. I 
have no doubt that it will be an asset to 
both schools." 
Coach Frank McGuire was also very 
optimistic about the future of the series. 
"One of my goals is to put regional teams 
on our schedule. Clemson will aid in this. A 
Carolina-Clemson series in any sport 
would be very exciting for the fans in this 
state." 
Tigers Root Tech 
Following the Tigers' 91-63 loss to North 
Carolina in Greensboro, the Clemson team 
under Bill Foster returned to the confines 
of Littlejohn to face Georgia Tee. The 
game proved to be little more than another 
of the early-season mismatches as 
Clemson routed the Yellow Jackets 98-69. 
CLEMSON EMPLOYED a defense that 
totally stifled Tech and enabled the Tigers 
to open up a 24-4 lead. At that point, Foster 
began to clear his bench, allowing the 
Jackets to keep within 20 to 30 points. The 
Tigers hit over 64 per cent of their shots 
from the floor in the first half. 
The second half saw the Jackets get into 
foul trouble. After going up by as much as 
36 points in the second half, the Tigers 
slacked up, allowing Tech to close the final 
margin to 98-69. 
TOP SCORER and rebounder for the 
Tigers was Tree Rollins with 20 of each in 
only 26 minutes of play. The game's top 
scorer was his opponent, 6'-8" Jim Wood of 
Tech. Wood put in 29 points. 
Foster was pleased with the overall 
game. "We studied the films of the North 
Carolina game and we saw where we could 
have won it. When you can do that, it is a 
lot easier to come back and play well." 
SOME HIGH POINTS and a few school 
records were set against Tech. Chub 
Wells, who became eligible to play at the 
start of 1977, scored nine points in his first 
game ever in Littlejohn. Derrick Johnson 
made his 100th assist of the season, 
breaking his old record of the previous 
year. With his 17-point effort against Tech, 
Stan Rome passed Banks McFadden as the 
15th all-time top scorer in Clemson history. 
The Tigers now have four ACC games 
before they play another non-league op- 
ponent. 
Clemson-Tech End Rivalry 
Clemson University and Georgia Tech 
have mutually agreed to cancel their long 
football series following the 1977 game 
which will be played in Atlanta. 
Athletic Directors Bill McLellan of 
Clemson and Douglas Weaver of Georgia 
Tech said the series, which dates back to 
1898, was cancelled because of un- 
successful attempts to establish the series 
on a home-and-home basis beginning in 
1978 at Clemson's request. 
UNDER A DATE agreement signed by 
the two schools in 1969, Clemson was 
scheduled to play Tech in Atlanta four 
straight years, 1978 through 1981. 
Clemson requested that a home-and- 
home arrangement be established in 1978 
with the game played at Clemson, 
McLellan said. 
"THE GEORGIA TECH game has 
become a tradition with Clemson fans and 
. the series has been very beneficial to both 
institutions," McLellan said. "We have 
enjoyed the association." 
He said negotiations will begin soon with 
other schools in seeking a replacement for 
Georgia Tech on the Clemson schedule. 
"We hope to schedule a team or teams 
which would be agreeable to playing at 
Clemson most years," he said. "That 
arrangement would give us six home 
games most years." 
Clemson, a member of the Atlantic 
Coast Conference, must play each con- 
ference member on a home-and-home 
basis. The Tigers also play the University 
of South Carolina and University of 
Georgia on a similiar arrangement. 
The Clemson soccer team, under the 
direction of coach I.M. Ibrahim, earned a 
berth in the NCAA soccer semi-finals held 
in Philadelphia by defeating Philadelphia 
Textile 3-2. The Tigers then fell to eventual 
national champions San Francisco 1-0. 
BY USING A strategy which included 
tight defensive play and forcing the ball 
away from the inside of the field, the Dons 
held the Tigers scoreless for the first time 
in the season. Prior to that, Clemson had 
scored 100 goals in 19 games. 
The only score of the contest came in the 
early moments of the second half. John 
Brooks, brother of Adrian Brooks, a player 
for Philadelphia Textile, scored in the 58th 
minute of the game. A late barrage by the 
Tigers failed to score a goal, and the 
favored Clemson team found themselves 
consigned to the consolation brackett 
against Hartwick. 
THE FIRST HALF of the consolation 
game ended the same way that the San 
Francisco game did — a scoreless tie. By 
17 minutes into the second half, however, 
Hartwick had taken a 4-0 lead. The Tigers 
returned with three goals of their own, but 
fell short in the final score, 4-3. During the 
process of the game, Clemson was called 
for 39 fouls. 
The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin 
stated that Clemson had "pulled a 
Howard" referring to the D.C. school that 
choked in the semi-finals the year before. 
The Bulletin also described Clemson as 
"an all-black, all-foreign team always 
complaining that the soccer world is 
against it." 
Clemson's soccer Tigers eventually 
wound up being ranked fourth in the nation 
after ending the regular season first. 
Parker Returns To Arkansas 
Red Parker has decided to return to 
Arkansas. The former head football coach 
at Clemson University chose to return to 
his home in Fordyce, Ark., to open a car 
lot. 
In a report by the Greenville News 
Parker was quoted as saying, "I don't 
believe that I want to go back into 
coaching, though if this doesn't pan out I 
might take another look at it." 
Parker stated that when he was the head 
coach at the Citadel in Charleston, he was 
offered a car dealership in Jonesboro, 
Ark., but he stated that he enjoyed 
coaching too much to quit. 
Following his release from Clemson, 
Parker felt that he would probably not go 
into another coaching job, "unless it was 
another job similar to the one at Clemson. 
I wouldn't want to coach at any level less 
than the one I left. 
"I put a lot of myself into Clemson 
football and into IPTAY. One thing that 
bothers me is that while I was at Clemson, 
IPTAY set new attendance records each of 
the four years." 
A physical conditioning program, which 
is open to all Clemson students, has been 
planned for the spring semester and will 
begin Jan. 17. The class will be from 3:50 to 
5:00 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday, and from 3:00 until 6:00 p.m. 
Tuesday and Thursday. All participants 
must have a physical examination. 
Anyone interested in participating in the 
program should call 656-2102. 
Anyone interested in becoming a student 
manager with Clemson's athletic teams, 
please call Len Gough, Equipment 
Manager, at 656-2111. 
Sports at Clemson University get back 
into full swing after Christmas break. 
Women's swimming will begin Jan. 14, at 
noon, against Virginia. The Virginia team 
features Wendy Weinberg, who was a 
bronze medalist in the Montreal Olympics. 
The men's swimming team will take on 
Virginia at 3:30 the same day. In addition, 
there will be wrestling at 7:30 that 
evening. 
Following the Clemson-Wake Forest tilt, 
Clemson's wrestlers will meet Georgia 
Tech and Maryville, while the men 
swimmers host Wake Forest at 3 p.m. 
Each week during the winter the Tiger 
will print a schedule of sports events on 
campus. This week's schedule is as 
follows: 
JANUARY 
14 Women's swimming vs. Va., noon 
Men's swimming vs. Va. 3:30 p.m. 
Wrestling vs. Southern Tech 7:30 
p.m. 
15 Men's basketball vs. Wake 1 p.m. 
Women's basketball vs. UNC 3 p.m. 
Men's swimming vs. Wake 3 p.m. 
Wrestling vs. Tech and Maryville 
2:30 p.m. 
19 Men's basketball vs. Maryland 7 
p.m. 
Women's basketball vs. Ga. State 9 
p.m. 
IT PAYS TO BE 
Air Force ROTC has scholarships, 
allowances and jobs for selected 
science and engineering majors. 
Air Force ROTC has openings for 
young men and women majoring 
in specified science and 
engineering academic fields. Fields 
such as Aeronautical, Aerospace, 
General and Electrical Engineer- 
ing, Mathematics. Physics and    ' 
Computer Technology. AFROTC 
enrollment pays well now and 
could keep paying off in the 
future. 
Air Force ROTC offers 4-year, 
3-year and 2-year scholarships 
with $100 monthly tax-free 
allowance. AFROTC also of- 
fers the $100 tax-free 
monthly allowance during 
the last two years to non- 
scholarship students. 
Upon graduation you'll 
receive a commission in 
the U.S. Air Force and 
compete for challenging 
jobs. There'll be numer- 
ous opportunities for 
advanced education 
in your field, plus 
you'll have financial 
security and start your 
way up the promotion 
ladder where your ability 
and ambition are the only 
limits. 
It pays to be in demand, 
and if you're the type 
we're looking for, it pays 
to get the details. No 
obligations, naturally. 
Mr Force ROTC - Gateway la a Great Way off Life 
For more information, contact 
Capt. Donovan 
at 656-3254 or 
drop by 305 Tillman. 
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SPRING BREAK CRUISE 
Amidst the ice and snow of the Piedmont, the sun is shining warmly—follow the beams to the CUSU Travel Center. There, 
you can find out how to enjoy the best time of your life this spring break—on a cruise to the ports of San Juan, 
St. Thomas, and St. Maarten. The cost is only $280.00 from Miami for 8 days, 7 nights. Details are available 
at the Union Desk. Act now! 
Jan. 13-15   Thurs.-Sat, Bethany and Ezell in the Gutter Coffeehouse. Shows at 
9,10,11 p.m., 50c donation, coffee, teas, munchies, yogurt. 
Gallery      Joe Young exhibiting through the 22nd 
Coming     The Contenders, Jan. 21 & 22 in Edgar's 
Edgar's open every Tuesday through Friday, 5:00 - 11:30 p.m. 
Saturday l-ll:30p.m. I.D. and proof of age required. 
Movie       13:15, "The Outlaw Josey Wales," 6:30 & 9 p.m. 
16, Free Flick, "The Great Race," 8 p.m. 
17-22, "One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest," 6:30 & 9 p.m. 
Videotape    Skiing Series 
Shows Sign up for Short Courses now! 
Ski Trip to Cataloochee, Jan. 28 & Feb. 4, Friday nights, $4.00 for 
transportation on a Greyhound Bus, sign up at Union Info Desk. 
Tigers Are Always Welcome 
STUDENT ADOPTION: Over 150 University students are 
adopteed by 55 families by the church this year. Through the 
years hundreds of students have found First Baptist a home away 
from home. 
COLLEGIATE BIBLE STUDY: Every Sunday at 9:45 AM 
students meet for Bible study and discussions. Classes are in- 
formal and geared to meet the needs of both married and single 
students. Nursery is provided. 
WORSHIP: Every Sunday at 11:00 the Sanctuary is crowded with students. Dr. 
Lovette, our Pastor, loves students and speaks to real needs. Sermon topics 
range from "Mary Hartman...Mary Hartman" to "God, Man and Archie 
Bunker" to personal problems in the light of Biblical truth. Worship is a real 
happening at First Baptist. 
FAMILY NIGHT SUPPERS: Want to get away from the campus 
for awhile? Every Wednesday at 5:45 PM students are invited to 
eat with the Church family for fifty cents. Make your reservation 
by Monday by calling: 654-2347. 
COUNSELING: Got a problem that's bugging you and want to 
talk to someone off-campus? Both of our ministers have had 
extensive training in counseling. Call: 654-2347. 
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